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UPPER BOUNDS FOR AN IWASAWA INVARIANT

Frank Gerth III*

1. Introduction

Let ko be a finite extension of Q, the field of rational numbers, and
let K be a Zl-extension of ko (that is, K is a Galois extension of ko,
and Gal(K/ko) is topologically isomorphic to the additive group of the
t-adic integers Z,). Let the intermediate fields be denoted by ko C k, C
k2 C ’ ’ ’C kn C ’ ’ ’C K, where knlko is a cyclic extension of degree en.
Let a be a topological generator of Gal(K/ko), and let an
Then Gal(knlko) is generated by un, and we shall sometimes denote
Gal(kn/ko) by (un). We define Tn = un-l, and we note that
=

Ukn.

Next we let An denote the e-class group of kn for all n (that is, An
is the Sylow e-subgroup of the ideal class group of kn). For any finite
group C, we letICI denote the order of C. Then from the theory of
Zl-extensions (see [4]), IAn 1 = ten with

for n sufficiently large, where IL, A, v are integers (called the Iwasawa
invariants of K/ko) with u ::n-- 0 and À 0. In general it is difficult to
compute IL, A, v, and we usually do not know how large n must be in
order for equation 1 to be valid. Our goal in this paper is to specify an
upper bound for IL based on the number of ramified primes in K/ko
and on IAnli for a particular ni. Before stating our main theorem, we
recall some facts about Ze-extensions (cf. [4]). It is known that only
finitely many primes ramify in K/ ko (in fact, all the ramified primes
are above the rational prime t). If sn denotes the number of primes of
*
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kn that

ramified

sn for all n, and there is an
for
all
n
&#x3E;
integer
no. We let s denote sno, and we
s,
observe that the s primes of kno which are ramified over ko are also
totally ramified in KI kno. We are now ready to state our main theorem.
are

over

no such that sn

ko, then sn+i &#x26;

=

THEOREM 1. : Let K/ko be a Ze-extension, where ko is a finite
extension of Q. Let s be defined as above, and let ni be chosen so that
Inl&#x3E; s - 1. If IL is the Iwasawa invariant of KI ko, then

REMARK: In [3] Greenberg shows that g is "locally bounded" on
certain Zl-extensions of ko. Our Theorem 1 can be used to provide

explicit

local bounds for g.

2.

Preliminary

results

We let the notation be the same as in section 1. We shall use
multiplicative notation in each An, and the action of Gal(kn/ko) shall be
expressed by exponentiation. For j &#x3E; i z-- 0, we define N;,j : Aj ---&#x3E; Ai to
be the map induced by the norm map from kj to ki, and we define
Jj,i:Ai---&#x3E;Aj to be the map induced by the inclusion map of ki into k;.
For each n &#x3E; 0, we define

We note that aTn Jn,n-i(Nn-i,n(a)) for each
several facts that are proved in f 21.
=

a

E

An. We

now

list

LEMMA 2: Let R Z,[(an)]/(Tn). Then R is a principal ideal
domain. Next let A be a finite abelian t-group, and define rank A
where F f is the finite field with e elements. If A is also a
R
cyclic module, and rank A r«t-1)tn-t, then A is an elementary abelian é-group with rank r.
=

=

dimF,(AI At),

=

=
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The

following

lemma is

a

consequence of

[5], Lemma 4.

LEMMA 4:

3. Proof of Theorem 1

Let the notation be the same as in sections 1 and 2. Let Vn An/An.
We note that Vn may be viewed as a finite dimensional vector space
over Fe, and (1 - an) is a nilpotent linear transformation on Vn. In fact
=

Then from linear

algebra

where

Mn,i is

an

elementary abelian t-group which

by Lemma 1, then rank
easy to

see

that M is

a

cyclic Zt[(un)] module factor

of Vn with

6

rank t". So for every cyclic module factor of Vn+i with rank e"",
there is a corresponding cyclic module factor of Vn with rank t".
Then we see that YO,n+I:::; yo,n. Since each YO,n 0, there are integers
yo * 0 and fo z-- n2 such that yo,n yo for aIl n /0.
Next let yi,n denote the number of an,i with an,i en - 1. By
arguments similar to those above, Yl,nll :5 yi,n for all n z-::f fo, and there
are integers yi ±0 and fi &#x3E;_ fo such that Yl,n
YI for all n a fi.
=

=

=

=

=

=

then there

are

nonnegative integers We observe that

with

and

Mg

and

denote the

we

let

product of all

pt with n replacing g. For n g, we then define inductively
modules Bn J Ae so that the image of Bn in Vn is Mn and
where

Our next step is to estimate
First we note that for

Since

and

by

Lemma 1, then

7

by Lemma 4. Since
Now we let Wn BnIB. We can apply the same procedures to the
Wn that we applied to the Vn. So we can find submodules Cn of the Bn
containing Bn, nonnegative integers 80, 8h..., 8s-h and an integer
=

where

Also
with

We can then consider CJCM and repeat the above procedures. Eventually we obtain submodules Hn of the An and an integer n3 r such
that Nn,n+I(Hn+l) = Hn for n rt3, and HJHM has no cyclic Zt[(un)]
module factor with rank ln - s + 1 for n ? n3. (Remark: Our pro-

cedure terminates after a finite number of steps because IAnl1 is finite
and !N,.(M)! &#x3E; ttftl-s+I t for each cyclic Zt[(un)] module factor M
with rank tn - s + 1.) Also lAniHnl = tlJJn for n &#x3E; n3, where

for

some

nonnegative integers
We observe that

sufficiently large. Since
sufficiently large, where
n

8

with

Also, from the

structure of

Ani Hm routine calculations show that

So we consider Hn with the following properties: HnlH has no
cyclic Z,[(an )] module factor with rank &#x26; é - s + 1 for n &#x26; n3;

Since Nn-I,n(Hn) Hn-i for n &#x3E; n3, then Hnlker Nn-l,n == Hn-i. Also it is
easy to see that ker Nn-i,n J H§n and ’HnlH-Tn’ = IHn)I. It then
follows that ]ker Nn-i,n/H§n] s é. Since Hn-i/HM-i is the direct
product of cyclic Z,[(an-i)] modules with ranks {n-I - S + 1 for
=

’

Next

we

note that

mod(éZ,[(an )]),

Hnn C Hn

we

must have

since

On the other hand, HJH§n is a finitely generated module
domain Z,[(an)]1(Tn). Since

principal idéal

over

the

9

and Pn is the direct product of cyclic modules with ranks t"-’ (t - l)tn-I, then HJH n ’- is the direct product of cyclic modules over
Z,[(an)]1(Tn) with ranks«t-1)tn-I. So HnIH’n is an elementary
abelian e-group by Lemma 2. Hence HTnDHe Thus He=HTn=

and by induction,

hence the

proof

it is
Then
0. This is what
of Theorem 1 is complete.

4. Some special

The

following corollaries

are

that
to
see
wanted to show, and

easy
we

cases

immediate consequences of Theorem

1.

COROLLARY 1: Let Klko be a Zt-extension of ko, where ko is a finite
extension of Q. Assume that there is only one ramified prime in Klko,
and it is totally ramified. If IAol = é’, where Ao is the é-class group of
ko, then the Iwasawa invariant .L of Klko satisfies .L s eo.
REMARK:

Corollary

1 is also

proved in [2].

COROLLARY 2: Let Klko be a Ze-extension of ko, where [ko : Q] = 2.
If ésplits in ko, and both primes above é are totally ramified in Klko,
then ii - eil(é - 1).

10

REMARK: Let K be the Z,-extension of ko contained in the field
obtained by adjoining to ko all e-power roots of unity. Assume that ko
is an imaginary quadratic extension of Q. In [1] Ferrero proves that
.L :5 eo for this special type of Zl-extension. Also if ko is any abelian
extension of Q and t 2 or 3, Ferrero shows that g 0 for this
special type of Ze-extension.l
=

=
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